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The Upstart 
Crew?



Shakespeare: life in brief
1564-1616 
!
1592 first evidence of arrival on 

London theatrical scene 
 1594 forms Lord Chamberlain’s 

men 
1603 renamed the King’s Men 
Composition of Tempest around 

1610-1611  
Circa 1611 London career ends



Part One: Shakespeare in Historical/
Political Context

Elizabeth I (1558-1603) King James I (1603-1625)



Elizabeth
• Elizabeth’s reign characterized by relative peace, 

prosperity, & religious toleration 
• asked only for outward conformity to Anglicanism 
• refused to “make windows into men's souls ... there is 

only one Jesus Christ and all the rest is a dispute over 
trifles”



James

James I 1603-1625 
Sees himself as man of 

great cultural 
refinement 

But a “scholar of more 
learning than 
discretion” 

Reckless authoritarian 
style



Shakespeare and the Authorities

• All plays had to be licensed by the Master of 
the Revels 

• Censorship could & did occur 
• But for the most part government maintained a 

hands off policy toward the stage 
• Elizabeth & James liked plays



But not true of local government



Part Two: The Problem of Meaning
 “If Shakespeare’s plays have meaning, it 

has been made too elusive to allow for 
complete agreement over what it is” 

!
• Special problem in Tempest 
• Generic problems 
• A richly allegorical play 
• Open to a wide range of interpretations



Two views persist above others

1. The play is a work of meta-theatre 
!

2. The play raises questions about the 
colonizer & colonized



1. Metatheatre: a play about plays

• An interpretation that obviously works 
• But all of Shakespeare’s plays are about 

the theatre 
• More specifically, the play is seen as a 

valediction (a playwright’s farewell to the 
theatre)



Examples…

Act 4, Scene 1, line 148 (p. 180) 
“Our revels now are ended…” 
!
Act 5, Scene 1, line 33 (p. 189) 
“Ye elves of hills…” 
!
Act 5, Scene 1, line 319 (p. 204) 
“Now my charms are all o’erthrown…” 
!
A glorious autobiographical farewell disguised as a play?



2. The “Empire writes back”?

!
  “This island’s mine by Sycorax my mother,  
  Which thou tak’st from me”  Act 1, Scene 2,  

line 331 (p. 119). 
!

• This charge requires a response 
• Especially strong in post-colonial readings
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» Barbados born poet Kamau Brathwaite 
» Arial aligns with spirit of the Caribbean intellectual 
» Caliban a descendant of slaves and a symbol of pride 
» Prospero tries through language to erase Caliban’s 

African heritage 
» Sycorax a counterforce: reminds Caliban of his 

heritage 
» He has a “mother tongue” (a “nations language”) 
» He can resist and subvert Prospero’s power

Post-colonial readings and 
performances abound
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Major works: Rights of Passage (1967), Masks (1968), and Islands (1969) 	

(later published together as The Arrivants in 1973)	

!
Another trilogy—Mother Poem (1977), Sun Poem (1982), and X/Self (1987)—also examines 
the issues of identity



• Influence of Montaigne obvious 
  caliban = anagram of canibal 
!
  Act 2, Scene 1, lines 145-154   

 Gonzalo parrots “Of the Cannibals” (p.  
 135)

Is Shakespeare himself a post-colonial critic?



Evidence that Shakespeare’s 
sympathies might lie with Caliban

• Prospero & Miranda suspect teachers 
• Prospero’s religious instruction & mission 

suspect 
• Stephano & Trinculo as colonizers 
• Caliban has some of the most beautiful lines in 

the play (“Be not afeard…” Act 3, Scene 2, line 
133, p. 162) 

• Caliban has a constitutional argument for his 
most heinous “crime” Act 1, Scene 2, line 346 
(p. 120) 



 But Shakespeare does not resolve the “nature-
nurture” question 

!
“You taught me language, and my profit on’t is I 

know how to curse” Caliban 1.2 
!

Versus 
!
“A devil, a born devil, on whose nature nurture can 

never stick” Prospero 4.1



• Shakespeare idealizes neither the 
colonizer nor the colonized 

• More interested in the human condition 
than colonial policy? 
!

  More on this below



Part Three: Tempest and Politics

Act 1, Scene 1, line 1, p. 97 
!
 From the beginning, play signals an interest in 

fundamental political questions:  
• who should rule?  
• is the person in charge the right one to rule? 
•  what would qualify a person (or persons) to 

rule? 
• has the ruler become aloof?



Political devices

1. The Ship of State 
   • familiar device in political discourse  
 • Platonic associations 
 • is Shakespeare using this metaphor 

in a more skeptical way? 
 • Prospero as captain of an almost 

empty ship? 
 



Some recent examples…



2. State of Nature

• Social contract theory imagines a pre or 
non political condition in order to 
examine human nature and the proper 
form of government 

• What we are determines how we will be 
governed



• The “setting” (non?) setting of the play 
may function in this manner 

• Allows Shakespeare to present a 
number of constitutional possibilities 

• Like Plato, he seems to reject (or find 
serious faults in) all of them



A. The Philosophical rule of 
Prospero

• Reason (Prospero) Appetite (Caliban, 
Miranda? & Ferdinand?) and Spirit (Ariel) 

• Prospero obsessed with moderation 
• But looks more like a tyrant than philosopher 
• Rules through magic & inflicting fear/pain 
• Paranoid? 
• Fails to anticipate Caliban’s conspiracy



A parody of Platonic-style rulership?

• Is Prospero the distant & aloof “master” 
• Was he really usurped?? 

Act 1, Scene 2, line 75, p. 105 
“The government I cast upon my brother” 
(Is this a critique of James I as well?) 
•  Caliban as Prospero’s “mini-me”? 
• Prospero’s “rotten carcase of a butt”



B. The rule of ruthless, ambitious 
nobles

• Antonio & Sebastian bring their 
Machiavellian politics with them 

• Self-evidently unscrupulous opportunists 
• An implicit critique of powerful & 

ambitious nobles in England?



C. The rule of fools (or alcoholic 
monarchy)

• Stephano, Trinclo & Caliban 
• Comic relief but also sinister 
Caliban = a literal monster 
Stephano = a figurative political monster 
Trinculo = a literal & figurative fool 
The rule of fools a self-destructive anarchy 
e.g. Caliban’s song of “freedom” (p. 151) 
An implicit critique of mob rule?



D. Gonzalo’s utopian paradise

Act 1, Scene 2, line 145, p. 135 
!
An implicit critique of one size fits all 

made-in-Europe models?



Between aloof rulership & the emerging 
mob: Shakespeare’s middle view?

• Shakespeare defined by ambiguities & 
ambivalences 

• Philosophically, places humanity 
somewhere between beasts & gods 

• Man both “like an angel” but also a 
“quintessence of dust” (Hamlet) 

• As subjects, places us between Ariel 
and Caliban



• Political change is in the air 
• The “insubstantial pageant faded”? 

4.1, p. 181 
• But what should take its place?



Part Four: Counter-arguments 
 

Shakespeare as an apologist for established power

• Shakespeare often seen as a 
conservative 

• Upholds Medieval philosophy/ideology 
of “Great Chain of Being”



“Great Chain of Being”

• every existing thing in the universe had its 
"place" in a divinely planned hierarchical order 
!

• An object's "place" depended on the relative 
proportion of "spirit" and "matter" it contained 
!

• As long as each being knew its place and did 
its destined duty for the rest of the Chain, all 
would be well



“Unfortunate is the man who does not have anyone he can look 
down upon” Thomas Nash, 1593

• God 
• Angels 
• Kings/Queens 
• Archbishops 
• Dukes/Duchesses 
• Bishops 
• Marquises/Marchionesses 
• Earls/Countesses 
• Viscounts/Viscountesses 
• Barons/Baronesses 
• Abbots/Deacons 
• Knights/Local Officials 
• Ladies-in-Waiting 
• Priests/Monks 
• Squires 
• Pages 
• Messengers 
• Merchants/Shopkeepers 
• Tradesmen 
• Yeomen Farmers 
• Soldiers/Town Watch 
• Household Servants 
• Tennant Farmers 
• Shephards/Herders 
• Beggars 
• Actors 
• Thieves/Pirates 
• Gypsies 
• Animals 
• Birds 
• Worms 
• Plants 
• Rocks



• Hard to see Shakespeare as a willing 
spokesperson for the orthodoxy of his 
age 

• The political utility of this doctrine for 
rulers obvious 

• But Shakespeare’s very existence & 
artistry a repudiation of its validity



Shakespeare a full blown political 
philosopher?

• New form of Shakespeare criticism 
• Derives ultimately from Leo Strauss & 

his followers 
• Allan Bloom & David Lowenthal 

prominent examples



Straussians

• Ruling is, and should be, 
a form of deception 

• A “secret art” 
• Philosophy dangerous to 

states & philosophers 
alike 

• Plato the founder of a 
special esoteric study 

• Shakespeare one of his 
alleged followers


